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Joey Odom (left) and Charles Scudder (right). Photo Credit: Find GraveWant a more horrific true crime? Sign up for the Lineup newsletter, and get our weird stories delivered straight to your inbox. Kenneth Avery Brock (left) and Samuel Tony West (right). Photo: Nightmares Before Bedtime/YouTubeWhat's left of Corpsewood Manor.Photo Credit: Marcus O. Bst/FlickrPublished on July 9, 2018 Author: Seanphippster Year was 1982,
and the pastoral countryside around Summerville, Georgia, was about to have a national spotlight slammed directly on them for the worst reason. Two openly gay men were killed in their own home with little remorse. The discovery of their bodies by a neighbor in a week would have raised more questions than answers. Devil worship, drug use, illegal pornography in fairy tale setting-what happened in Corpsewood? This Nooga.com
visited the site of the 1982 double murder. Unimaginable crime, disturbing revelations and 30 years of neglect have made Corpsewood Manor a popular destination for ghost hunters and thous lovers. What was a beautiful, mystical castle in the forest is now just a dilapidated shell. But he's still there if you know where to find it. Local author and medium Mark Fults served as our guide to the ruins. His book, Chattanooga Chills, features
a story about the Murders of Corpsewood. Fults describes the estate as unexpected and beautiful but also dangerous. The property is deceiving, he said. It's idyllic, but there are people who use it for bad things. Places that have injuries sometimes attract more injuries. It's easy to be fooled that it's a safe place. Our visit took place during the morning and Fults advised not to visit the location after dark. The aforementioned slideshow is
the result of our visit. A quick count of the killings is below. Additional reporting of this story is available from author Ken Summer via this site. Images of the original structure are available here. The story of an openly gay couple, Charles Scudder and Joseph Odom spent years creating an idyllic, mystical castle house deep in a forest area called Taylor Ridge. According to the newspaper report, Scudder left the Chicago Medical School
in 1976 to begin building his dream home with Odom, his living in a housewife. Well loved by their neighbors, the two hand-crafted their own strange existence. Rumors of two dabbling in the occult and devil worship were spread throughout the region. The strange collections of Scudder and antique-tundrabars, gilded daggers and occult paraphernalia painted a false image of wealth that city members often discussed and speculated
on. Items recovered from the estate after the killings only fueled this belief. According to a Georgia Bureau of Investigation agent, two human skulls were found, as well as various witchcraft items, religious paraphernalia, black candles, etc. Teh From the master bedroom featured the devil as a statue, and the house was riddled with homosexual literature. It was November 1982 when 17-year-old Kenneth Brock befriended the couple
while hunting for deer. According to Summers, Brock spent many evenings drinking and coaxing with the pair. It is believed that Brock either became or was encouraged to engage in an intimate relationship with the couple. After seeing the bizarre collection, Brock mistakenly assumed that Scudder and Odom had kept a hidden state. He devised a plan with his friend Tony West to rob the couple and escape with the condition. Brock
apparently visited Troupwood several times to try to explore the location of the house. But Scudder and Odom regulated all activities on the outer pink room, part of a separate structure on the property. The robbery was scheduled for December 12, 1982. Brock and West persuaded teens Joey Wells and Teresa Hudgins to accompany them for free wine. A newspaper article from the Rome News-Tribune reports on the incident from
Wells eyewitness accounts. The article describes that while under the influence of a thinner drug paint called tut-a-lu, the two killed by Odom are then bound and gagged by Scudder. They also planned to torture Scudder with a solder or an iron for clothing, but there was no electricity in the house. After a short series of questions about money, Scudder uttered his last words- I asked for it - before West shot him in the head several
times. According to the report, additional shots were fired at Odom's body after Scudder's death. After the murders, Wells, West and Brock collected values in pillowcases and fled the scene. Frustrated by their catch, West and Brock fled and eventually killed Kirby Phelps, a Navy lieutenant in Mississippi, while on the run. West shot the lieutenant while trying to steal his car. Scudder's property was planted and they were later arrested
after West and Brock broke up in Austin, Texas. Legacy Ever since the murders, Corpsewood Manor has become a favorite destination for ghost hunters and creepy lovers. Fults, admitted to psychic, said the place is most active at certain times of the year, such as the equinox and solstice. For the most part, it tends to be very calm, he said. Many times with famous places or infamous places, so many people have come to experience
it that it's kind of a strip of mine energy. A Google search for Corpsewood Manor shows a number of paranormal studies and articles. Enigma Research, a Georgia-based paranormal investigation team, has produced a three-part study site, in addition to a number of written works. Fults said that Troupwood is a unique place, but because it is such a famous place, energy often breaks down over time. However, he is adamant that he
believes Troupwood is haunted by ghosts like Scudder and Odom. These people are putting 300 percent energy in the construction of this place, he said. Maintaining rock formations and building ponds ... they were industrious; they put their lives, bodies and spirits into it. And I believe that when you are so connected to your land, you will probably still be present after death. With each season, nature continues to wreak havoc on the
shell of Troupwood. The structure of the original estate is still visible, but in obvious decline. Natural spring well houses and outhouse structures still stand, and evidence of bonfires clogs the property. The photos on the slideshow above were taken on June 28, 2014. Published: 13:22 BST, 5 February 2019 Updated: 15:52 BST, 6 February 2019 Remains aptly named Corpsewood Manor have been abandoned since the owners were
accused of worshipping the devil and killed there in 1982, sparking a nationwide hunt. Now, hauntingly abandoned buildings surrounded by dense forest have been revealed in a series of eerie photographs. The once-large house, with its impressive red brick arch, was reduced to crumbling walls rising from overgrown areas. Photographs show what was left of the once spectacular Corpsewood Manor - redbrick arches and crumbling
walls aptly named Corpsewood Manor belonged to Dr. Scudder and Joseph Odom before they were killed and charged with worshipping the devil in 1982 Other photographs show Corpsewood Manor before it was destroyed by fire, as well as crime scene photos from the brutal murders. Urban exploration surveys were taken in the mountains of Chattooga County, Georgia by a photographer known as Abandoned Southeast.The
manor was the former home of Dr. Charles Scudder and Joseph Odom, who purchased the 40-acre plot built by the house of their dreams themselves. When they arrived, Dr. Scudder and Joseph Odom saw the bare, obsessively beautiful trees around them and named their new home: Corpsewood Manor, the photographer wrote on his website. The couple bought 40 acres of land and used all their money and resources to build their
dream home (pictured at the time of the murder) Scudder and Odom lived quietly here with their two English Mastiff dogs, who were shot dead with a pair of Avery Brock and Tony West in 1982, the land became overgrown and with almost nothing left of the property, in the hills of Chattuha County , GeorgiaThey lived there quietly with two English Mastiff dogs, often opening their land to local hunters who would knock on the door and
ask for permission. According to Abandoned Southeast, this is how the couple met Avery Brock, a neighbor who hunted many times on their land. The lifestyle the couple enjoyed led Avery Brock to speculate Dr Scudder and Joseph Odom were millionaires when in fact they spent most of their savings on building their secluded manor,' the photographer wrote.'Avery Brock told his friend, 30-year-old Tony West, a story about a strange
devil-worshipper who he believed was hiding a fortune in At home. The couple planned to rob the couple and put their plan into action on the night of December 12, 1982. Victims Dr. Charles Scudder (left) and Joseph Odom with one of the couple's English Mastiffs On the night of December 12, 1982, local hunters drove to Corpsewood and killed both Scudder and Odom with .22 caliber rifles Eerie pictures show one bedroom after the
killers ransacked the house looking for something Brock valuable and West then took two others - Nephew West And His friend Teresa. They then drove to Corpsewood Manor, where they received a warm welcome from Scudder.According to the abandoned southeast, the group spends many hours in the Rose Manor room, drinking homemade wine and partying with the couple. The former chicken coop built by the couple on the
grounds of Corpsewood But a few hours later, Brock left the party and returned to his car to retrieve a .22 caliber hunting rifle. He shot Odom four times, killing him, before turning the gun on two Mastiffs. Wells and Hudgins tried to escape, but the car did not start, and they were forced to return to the estate, where Brock and West tied Scudder and demanded money. After looting the house and nothing of value, West killed Scudder,
shooting him in the head at point-blank range. The pair tried to steal Scudder's harp, but it wouldn't fit in the car, the photographer wrote. With their car out of action, the couple took a black Scudder jeep as they fled west. But at a holiday stop near Vicksburg, Mississippi, they threw evidence and stole another car from Navy Lt. Kirby Phelps, killing him in the process. The shattering remains of the couple's home can be found in the
wooded hills of Chattuga County, Georgia During a homicide investigation, police found two human skulls, three vials, allegedly filled with LSD and numerous items related to the occult, according to a December 16 photographer, a neighbor named the county sheriff, noticing bullet holes in the doors of Corpse Manor. That day, Teresa Hudgins contacted the police, saying that she had run away from the home of Joey Wells' mother,
where he held her captive. Hudgins and Wells cooperated with police and were not charged, but their testimony sparked a giant nationwide manhunt for Avery and West.Abandoned Southeast writes that Brock surrendered to police on December 20, 1982, in Georgia, while West did so in Tennessee on Christmas Eve. Both received life sentences; Brock is currently serving his sentence in a Georgia state prison, while West is in
Augusta State Medical Prison. Tony West (left) and Avery Brock (right) pictured at the time of the murder, both surrendered to police and received life sentences as Tony West (left) is serving his time at Augusta State Medical Prison while Avery Brock (right) is in Georgia State Prison. Both were denied parole and were denied parole several times. Abandoned Southeast explained the eerie feeling around this property did not end with
murder.'During the murder investigation, police found two human skulls, three vials allegedly filled with LSD, a small occult library, numerous occult tools, a large general academic and literary library, and homosexual pornography,' they said. Also in the house was a picture of Scudder, completed months earlier, in which he was tied up in a chair with five gunshot wounds to the head. The chattuga County sheriff's office also called
Scudder and Odom devil worshippers, and a neighbor told reporters that Scudder had joined The Church of Satan. The series was taken by a photographer of Abandoned Southeast and uploaded to the anonymous person's website Photos show everything left of the house with a redbrick collapsing wall rising from the overgrown grounds the Sheriff had previously tried to bring charges against them for their behavior, but found that it
was protected under the freedom of religion. However, the neighbor also said that Scudder was not an active member of the Church of Satan, but said he joined in to see what it was all about. Scudder said he was the athiest. Abandoned Southeast wrote that most people in Chattug County did not know that the Church of Satan was actually atheistic. The photographer wrote that Scudder's friends believe that being gay in the South at
the time would make the policy of the Church of Satan in everything that goes between adults who agreed, very attractive. corpsewood manor murders crime scene photos
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